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A WORD FROM THE FOUNDERS

After years working within and outside aviation,
we have watched air travel become less efficient,
less enjoyable and more stressful. We’ve listened to
travelers’ complaints about losing precious work time
whilst sitting in airports and asked ‘What can we do
to fix this?’.
‘Air travel, better’ perfectly sums up our aim - to
deliver a more seamless and efficient travel
experience to you wrapped in a simple membership
package.
Airly allows sophisticated travelers to initiate and opt
into private jet flights between Sydney, Melbourne
and the Gold Coast from a low $1,295 per person.

In June 2019, we launched
the innovative membership
program with no ongoing fees.
This Australia-first feature perfectly complements
our experiences and events, which are travel
packages built around world-class sporting and
cultural dates.
Ultimately, we want your journey to be as memorable
and enjoyable as the destination, and show you that
private aviation is as accessible and affordable as the
airlines.

Welcome to Airly.
Air travel, better.
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INTRODUCING SEMI-PRIVATE

For decades the world of private aviation has been a
means of travel exclusive to a select few. At the same
time the quality of business class has been declining;
becoming a nicer seat and meal on the same metal
tube as everyone else.
We’d hate to bring up reliability but in August 2019,
you had a 56% chance of arriving at your destination
on time along the Melbourne - Sydney route.
At Airly, we’ve worked hard to find a way that we
can merge the predictability, accessibility and
affordability of flying business with the perks of
private aviation - a ‘semi private’ flight if you will.
Perks of the Airly semi private service include:
Seamless reservation process
Speedy A to B flights
Fresh gourmet catering
Luxurious jet cabins
An attentive team committed to
making your air travel better
The last perk is the network effect, unique to
semi private. Private aviation allows you to discuss
sensitive material with your colleagues, but also
offers the opportunity to network with like-minded
fellow flyers.

Merging the simplicity
of commercial with the
perks of private.

No need to charter outright, no need to fly
commercial.
Enjoy the best of both worlds with Airly.
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THE EXPERIENCE

It all begins with the Airly app.
•
•
•

Skip the cramped airport
lounges.

Simply download the Airly app, fill in your details
and verify your phone number.

Your flight experience starts at the lounge, better
known as the FBO.

You will automatically join as a free user and can
now view already initiated flights and empty legs.

Private jet lounges are separate from the main
airport terminals, with all the facilities to make your
time before boarding as relaxing as possible.

If you wish to initiate your own flights and
enjoy luxury event packages simply apply for a
membership with no ongoing fees to pay.

Simply arrive 20 minutes before you’re due to depart
and enjoy the often complimentary parking.
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THE EXPERIENCE

Board in minutes, wheels up
shortly thereafter.

Enjoy fresh, healthy
in-flight meals.

The jets are handled by the highly capable operators
Airly has carefully selected. Enjoy the luxurious
leather seats, quiet cabin and warm hospitality
from your crew.

Say goodbye to the soggy omelette or ‘gourmet
cookie.’

You’ve saved 60 minutes already. Whilst the flight
time isn’t significantly faster, it is considerably more
comfortable compared to commercial airlines.

Airly’s inflight meals are delivered fresh from the
kitchen and cater to all dietary requirements.
Our fresh gourmet offering also comes in packaging
that is completely environmentally friendly.
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THE EXPERIENCE

Efficient landing.
“Love the fact you miss the entire
check in and check out process!
Just drop your bags, jump onto the
flight and off you go!”

Upon touchdown, it’s a short taxi to the lounge. Once
the engines stop, your bags will already be at the
bottom of the stairs upon disembarking.
Airly offers a transfer service to make your journey
even more seamless. If you’ve opted for a transfer,
your driver will be ready and waiting.

SA M K - SY DN E Y
MEMBER SINCE AUG 2019
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YOUR LOYALTY MEANS THE WORLD

To us, your loyalty means everything. For Bronze,
Silver, or Gold frequent flyers, hacking their way to
business class makes sense.
However for those flying regularly, or looking for
real recognition, we feel the loyalty offering can be
confusing, restrictive and offer low value. This led us
to research how we can best reward loyal members.
No fees, taxes or extra charges. You don’t have to
redeem either - you simply receive an account credit
(average of your last 10 seats) to use on any: free
seat, empty leg, charter, or experience.

When you book 10 seats, the
11th is completely free.
Soon to come: our unique and discreet referral
program. If you love what we do and you want to
share the Airly experience with others, invite other
like-minded folk within your networks.
You will be generously rewarded with experiences,
products, or flight-related rewards.

We’ve eliminated the need to
count points, chase status,
and pay extra fees.
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YOUR T EAM

As a flying community we’ve all experienced the
decline in service and communication from
airlines to their loyal customers.
Constant stories of Platinum One flyers receiving
SMS notification that ‘We cannot accommodate you
today’ due to congestion delays in Sydney.
This is frankly unacceptable.

At Airly, we are available for
our members 7 days a week.
By text, phone, email or WhatsApp.
Should you require any information or assistance,
there will always be a trusted Airly team member on
the other end of the line available.

Never be left
in the dark.
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Member only price list

MEMBERSHIP PRICING

DEPARTURE
Departure

Departure

MEB
Melbourne / Essendon to:

SYD
Sydney / Mascot to:

SYD Sydney / Mascot

$1,295

MEB Melbourne /Essendon

$1,295

OOL Gold Coast

$2,295

OOL Gold Coast (Dec-Feb)

$1,295

Seasonal

Seasonal

MHU Mount Hotham (Jun-Sep)

$995

MHU Mount Hotham (Jun-Sep)

$1,295

BKN Ballina / Byron Bay (Dec-Feb)

$2,195

BKN Ballina / Byron Bay (Dec-Feb)

$1,295

MCY Sunshine Coast (Dec-Feb)

$2,495

MCY Sunshine Coast (Dec-Feb)

$1,495

*Price is per seat one-way. Prices and routes subject to change.

Unlimited access with no
ongoing fees.
With no upfront cost, experience seamless and
speedy private air travel.
Reserve your flight is risk-free, travel with like
minded individuals and enjoy a better way to travel.
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FLEET DETAILS

Safe. Reliable. Experienced.

Embraer Phenom 100

These are our primary considerations when selecting
which operators and aircraft we partner with.

Number of seats

5

Fleet age

2010

Airly only work with operators who hold an
immaculate safety record, reliable fleet and
consistent service.

Number of pilots

1

Lavetory

Yes

Cabin height

150 cm

Here are the most common aircraft you’ll fly on our
member initiated flights:

Top speed

864 km/h

Flight attendant

No

Embraer Phenom 300
Number of seats

8

Fleet age

2010-2019

Number of pilots

1

Lavetory

Yes

Cabin height

150cm

Top speed

963 km/h

Flight attendant

No

Anything larger?
These jets are the most commonly used, but
you may travel on other crafts.
Rest assured all our fleet are selected from
trusted operators that are best positioned
and priced to accommodate your schedule.
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Apply for a membership
in-app or contact us below.

Flyairly

Flyairly

Airly

Flyairly

1800 Fly Airly
members@airly.com
w w w.a i r l y.com
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www.airly.co m

